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What is Artificial Intelligence?



  

What is Artificial Intelligence?



  

What is Intelligence?

How do we know stuff?



  

How do we know stuff?

Plato Aristotle

~400 BC



  

Descartes Hume

~1650 AD



  

Taken to the extreme 

~1930



  

How do we learn acquire 
language

Chomsky Skinner

~1960



  

1957



  



  

How should we emulate 
intelligence?

Minsky Rosenblatt

~1960



  1969



  

GOFAI*
(defun depth-first-search (start goal been-list moves)

(cond ((equal start goal)
(reverse (cons start been-list)))
(t (try-moves start goal been-list moves moves))))

; Try-moves scans down the list of moves in moves-to-try,
; attempting to generate a child state. If it produces
; this state, it calls depth-first-search to complete the search.
(defun try-moves (start goal been-list moves-to-try moves)

(cond ((null moves-to-try) nil)
((member start been-list :test #'equal) nil)
(t (let ((child (funcall (car moves-to-try) start)))

(if child
(or (depth-first-search (funcall (car moves-to-try) start)

goal
(cons start been-list)
moves)

(try-moves start goal been-list (cdr moves-to-try) moves))
(try-moves start goal been-list (cdr moves-to-try) moves))))))

*Good Old-Fashioned AI



  

Connectionism / Neural Nets

1986



  1988



  

Deep Learning

2015



  



  

An Equation for this 
Course

Neural Nets – 
Deep Learning 
= CSCI 252



  

Learning?

Neural? Yes No

Yes Perceptron (Deep Learning)
Self-Organizing Map
VSA
(CSCI 252)

Braitenberg Vehicles

No Genetic Programming
(CSCI 253)

“Good Old-Fashioned AI”; 
Algorithms (CSCI 211)

Kinda Bayesian / Belief Nets (CSCI 252)

Varieties of AI



  

Supervised vs. Unsupervised
● Supervised: Network is “trained” to a desired behavior by error-

correction.  
● Supervised learning is the dominant paradigm, from  

perceptrons (1950s) through back-propagation (1980s) to deep 
learning (today).

● When people say “neural nets” (esp. to criticize), supervised 
learning is usually what they mean (Pinker, Fodor, Jackendoff, 
Marcus …)

● If we take these arguments seriously (as I do), we’d like  neural 
nets that learn interesting patterns (like language) without 
explicit error correction; i.e., unsupervised learning.

● So this will be the focus of our study.
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